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- Automatic discovery of hosts and
ports affected by the Log4j
vulnerability. - Simple user-
friendly CLI tool to identify Log4j
vulnerability. - A central place
where the necessary parameters
are setup. - Scanning data can be
shared easily by adding the
output to the database, and you
can preview the results, select the
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required test run and send a mail
notification to a selected address.
- Live demos, status, logs, results
and more. - Distributed with the
ability to handle data analysis. -
Supports more than 200 standard
payloads. - Support for: * IPv4 *
IPv6 * Port scanning * Nmap *
Burp proxy * Fuzzing. - Includes: -
a CLI tool for taking advantage of
the many other features. - web
app for viewing the results, as
well as sending an email. - REST
API for integration with your
favorite API. - Syslog integration
for proper logging. - Live demo
data is included for all supported



features. - Works well on Mac OS
X and Linux platforms. - Works
with any Python version. - Works
with any system with Python 3.6
installed. - Supports the parsing
of multiple log files. - Supports
SSL for connections. The Log4j
vulnerability (CVE-2021-44228)
has taken over the Internet in
December 2021, as a massive,
widespread security flaw had
cybersecurity experts racing to
find a solution. The high-risk
vulnerability affects the open-
source logging software provided
by the Apache Software
Foundation and used by some of



the most popular services, games
and software tools, hence the
madness it generated. As patches
have already been released,
financial institutions, government
entities and companies worldwide
are struggling to upgrade their
systems to avoid potential cyber-
attacks, especially since Log4j is a
remote code execution (RCE)
vulnerability that can be exploited
to take over the control of
computers or entire networks. But
before addressing the issue, you
have to find the workstations that
are affected and that is where
log4j-scan comes in. log4j-scan is



an open-source scanner and
detection tool written in Python
that can analyze your entire
infrastructure to find hosts that
are affected by the Log4j
vulnerability. Designed for
security experts, this Python
script that can find Log4j remote
code execution and discover WAF
bypass payloads on the
environment as well. The scanner
can scan individual URLs or lists
of multiple URLs, allowing TXT
files as
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- Symlink based MAC encryption
using the keylen value. - Can
provide both static or dynamic
key distribution, depending on the
distribution method. - Can encrypt
data with a MAC using the keylen
value, or encrypted data with a
MAC using both keylen and
encryption key. - Supports static
key distribution: Multiple static
keys can be distributed using this
method. - Supports dynamic key
distribution: A single key can be
distributed using this method. -
Can utilize the application data or
request data as the key. - Uses the
key as a key selection method for



the MAC. - Supports signing of
data using a request or
application data as a key. -
Supports encryption of data using
a request or application data as a
key. - Supports decryption of data
using a request or application
data as a key. - Uses the key as a
key selection method for the
decryption. - Uses the request or
application data as a key. -
Supports the use of the same key
for both encryption and
decryption. - Supports the use of
the same key for both encryption
and decryption. - Supports
calculating a MAC for encrypted



data using the key as the key
selection method. - Supports
calculating a MAC for decrypted
data using the key as the key
selection method. - Supports
calculating a MAC for encrypted
data and decrypted data using the
key as the key selection method. -
Supports calculating a MAC for
both encrypted and decrypted
data using the key as the key
selection method. - Supports
signing of data using a request or
application data as the key. -
Supports encryption of data using
a request or application data as
the key. - Supports decryption of



data using a request or
application data as the key. -
Supports the use of the same key
for both encryption and
decryption. - Supports the use of
the same key for both encryption
and decryption. - Supports the use
of the same key for both
encryption and decryption. -
Supports the use of the same key
for both encryption and
decryption. - Supports the use of
the same key for both encryption
and decryption. - Supports the use
of the same key for both
encryption and decryption. -
Supports the use of the same key



for both encryption and
decryption. - Supports the use of
the same key for both encryption
and decryption. - Supports the use
of the same key for both
encryption and decryption. -
Supports the use of the same key
for 2edc1e01e8
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What’s New in V3.0.0 Added WAF
bypass payload detection when
scanning JSON parameters Added
support for HTTP redirects
scanning Fixed a crash when an
unexpected status code is
returned from a TCP server
Downloads: Known Affected
Versions: Last Updated: 19-
Jan-2020 Source Code: With this
project, we will describe a huge
number of tools and services to
analyze, identify and record the
evidence of attacks on your
network. For each task, you will



have different tools to be used
depending on the task. But with
all these tools, we will achieve a
lot of things. - We will record
information about possible
evidence of the attack for any
service or software installed on
your servers, on Windows, Linux
and MacOS servers. - We will list
the most common credentials
used in the attack and the most
popular username and password. -
We will find and record the source
IP of the attack, all the ports
being used in the attack, the path
being taken by the attacker and
many more. You may have known



some of these tools, but it is not
enough to say that they are
already installed on your servers.
For that, you will need a complete
list of your servers. A list of more
than 2500 servers will be released
with this project. The official
language of the project is
Spanish, but we are trying to
spread the project worldwide. You
may be interested in this project?
We are looking for volunteers who
want to help us in this project.
You can contact us directly by
using the e-mail address:
dbsearchsecurity@gmail.com.
Also, if you like this project and



you want to volunteer, you can go
to our website and give us a
donation: With this project, we
will describe a huge number of
tools and services to analyze,
identify and record the evidence
of attacks on your network. For
each task, you will have different
tools to be used depending on the
task. But with all these tools, we
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log4j-scan is an open-source
scanner and detection tool written
in Python that can analyze your
entire infrastructure to find hosts
that are affected by the Log4j
vulnerability. Designed for
security experts, this Python
script that can find Log4j remote
code execution and discover WAF
bypass payloads on the
environment as well. Description:
log4j-scan is an open-source
scanner and detection tool written
in Python that can analyze your
entire infrastructure to find hosts
that are affected by the Log4j
vulnerability. Designed for



security experts, this Python
script that can find Log4j remote
code execution and discover WAF
bypass payloads on the
environment as well. Description:
log4j-scan is an open-source
scanner and detection tool written
in Python that can analyze your
entire infrastructure to find hosts
that are affected by the Log4j
vulnerability. Designed for
security experts, this Python
script that can find Log4j remote
code execution and discover WAF
bypass payloads on the
environment as well. Description:
log4j-scan is an open-source



scanner and detection tool written
in Python that can analyze your
entire infrastructure to find hosts
that are affected by the Log4j
vulnerability. Designed for
security experts, this Python
script that can find Log4j remote
code execution and discover WAF
bypass payloads on the
environment as well. Description:
log4j-scan is an open-source
scanner and detection tool written
in Python that can analyze your
entire infrastructure to find hosts
that are affected by the Log4j
vulnerability. Designed for
security experts, this Python



script that can find Log4j remote
code execution and discover WAF
bypass payloads on the
environment as well. Description:
log4j-scan is an open-source
scanner and detection tool written
in Python that can analyze your
entire infrastructure to find hosts
that are affected by the Log4j
vulnerability. Designed for
security experts, this Python
script that can find Log4j remote
code execution and discover WAF
bypass payloads on the
environment as well. Description:
log4j-scan is an open-source
scanner and detection tool written



in Python that can analyze your
entire infrastructure to find hosts
that are affected by the Log4j
vulnerability. Designed for
security experts, this Python
script that can find Log4j remote
code execution and discover WAF
bypass payloads on the
environment as well. Description:
log4j-scan is an open-source
scanner and detection tool written
in Python that can analyze your
entire infrastructure to find hosts
that are affected by the Log4j
vulnerability. Designed for
security experts, this Python
script that can find Log4j remote



code execution and discover WAF
bypass payloads on the
environment as well. Description:
log4j-scan is an open-source
scanner and detection tool written
in Python that can analyze your
entire infrastructure to find hosts
that are affected by the Log



System Requirements:

Mac version is tested and
compatible with OS X 10.6.7
(Snow Leopard) or later. Windows
version is tested and compatible
with Windows 7, Windows 8 and
Windows 10. No matter which
version you choose, make sure
your PC meets the system
requirements below. Advanced
System Requirements: macOS
version requires Mac with Intel
Core i3, i5 or i7; Windows version
requires Windows 7 or Windows
10 Home, Windows 7 or Windows
8 Pro, or Windows 10 Home; Both



Mac and
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